
 

 

 

Dear Judy, 

Thank you for writing us at Christian Questions Radio.  You asked why Christians do not talk about the 
Bilderberg Society.  You stated that it “runs the world and acts as God through Satan.” 

We did some research on the Bilderberg Group, whose first recorded meeting was in Holland on May 
29-31, 1953.  We will quote a brief overview from Wikipedia of the organization below.  

“The Bilderberg Group, Bilderberg conference, or Bilderberg Club is an annual, unofficial, invitation-only 
conference of approximately 140 guests, most of whom are people of influence in the fields of politics, 
banking, business, the military and news media. The names of attendees are made available to the 
press, but the conferences are closed to the public and the media, and no press releases are issued. 

“Because of its exclusivity and privacy, the Bilderberg group is frequently accused by critics on both 
extremes of the political spectrum of being an all-powerful secret society fixing the fate of the world 
behind closed doors. Scholars counter that it is nothing more than a policy discussion forum and social 
club which only serves as a means to brainstorm, reach consensus, and create social cohesion within the 
power elite of Western European and North American nations, to better advance the cause of 
Atlanticism.” 

Due to its secrecy, the Bilderberg Group lends itself to allegations that it is an elite secret society ruling 
the world from behind closed doors.  Because the organization is so aloof, an extraordinary conspiracy 
theory exists that alleges, “the fate of the world is decided by Bilderberg.”   

We obviously have no idea of what goes on behind the closed doors of the Bilderberg Group.  We would 
like to think that these prominent individuals are discussing ways in which nations can work together for 
the common goal of bettering humanity.  Ultimately, we know that even the noblest of ideals and plans 
will fail.  After all, Satan is the prince of this world.  No matter how sincere the desire for peace and 
equity, there will always be injustices and inequities. History has proven that man is incapable of 
governing himself. “Do not put your trust in princes, in mortal men, who cannot save.  When their spirit 
departs, they return to the ground; on that very day their plans come to nothing.” (Psalm 146:3-4) 

However, we Christians do not despair because we know that God has a plan to restore all that was lost 
in the Garden of Eden due to sin.  Jesus, his dear Son, is the centerpiece of that plan.  Jesus paid the 
ransom price by his death, was resurrected and now sits at His Father's right hand.   Soon our Lord will 
come with all his holy angels (the Church-those who made a covenant of sacrifice to follow in His 
footsteps and received a heavenly reward) to begin administering His righteous kingdom on earth 
(Revelation 20:4-6). Satan will be bound.  Numerous scriptures assert that the dead will return from 
their graves and be afforded an opportunity to turn their backs on sin and give full allegiance to God 
through the saving grace of Jesus.   



 

 

 

During this phase the earth will also be perfected.  The promise is that the “desert shall blossom as the 
rose” (Isaiah 35:1).  Man will learn the true meaning of God's command to administer and have 
dominion over the earth (Genesis 1:26, 2:15).  Finally, at the end of the Millennium, Christ and his 
Church will have completed their work of restoration and reconciliation to God.  Satan, sin and sinners 
will be no more and the human race will be ready to enter into the state of everlasting life (Revelation 
21:3-4).  What a wonderful outcome! 

You asked why Christians do not talk about the Bilderberg Society.  Although we cannot answer for 
other Christian groups, for us it would be presumptuous to speculate about any group or individual 
when we do not know their agendas.  Furthermore, our hope rests in something much grander than 
man's feeble attempts to enact justice.  Our hope rests on the surety of God's promises of peace, justice 
and earthly perfection and on the sacrifice that his Son made on our behalf, which began their 
fulfillment.  We look forward with great anticipation to the day when the world of mankind will be ruled 
justly by Christ and his Church and not by any government or society of man.  We hope we have 
answered your question.  Be sure to sign up for CQ Rewind at www.christianquestions.net. The service is 
free without obligation and will provide you with scriptural perspective on many questions and topics.   

Sincerely,  

Christian Questions Radio 
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